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Abstract— This paper presents a new framework for creating 

Image based Applications especially Application involved in 

Image based search. The framework helps developers in creating 

efficient Image Recognizing, Image Training and Image 

Searching systems. With this framework, developers define 

grammar like rules for the Application specific Image structures 

and key attributes for Identification/Classification at high level 

without the need to know the internal implementation.  

The whole system relies on the Image Identification by parsing 

with grammars or rules or structure of Objects, Intelligence of 

the system is as big as set of rules defined by the developers. I 

hope the CV Community helps in creating the perfect system to 

Identify & Search Images across Internet. The framework 

provides an efficient searching system based on rules & 

attributes defined for the application by developers. All the 

trained & indexed Images in the DB are ranked based on the 

searching images parameters. 

Keywords – Image base search, efficient image  

INTRODUCTION 

With the huge and ever growing Image DB, the problem of 

object detection and searching has received considerable 

attention from both the computer vision and machine learning 

communities. The key challenge of this problem is the ability 

to recognize any member in a category of objects in spite of 

wide variations in visual appearance due to geometrical 

transformations, change in viewpoint, or illumination. In this 

paper, we are submitting an efficient way of Image 
Identification, Indexing and Searching processes. Our System 

works on the rules (like grammars of compiler design) of how 

a general object looks like (its known structure) and  

Identify/Index/Search based on the rules. For example, a face 

recognizing system will have rules defined as below at very 

high level. 

Grammar: 

face → eyes nose mouth eyes 

 → L.eyeR.eye 

mouth→ Lips Teeth Tongue 

 L.eye → eye (wit left orientation attribute) 
R.eye → eye (wit right orientation attribute) 

Tokens: 

Teeth → (local feature extraction + higher level info) 
(Attributes – count, color, pattern, alignment, size) 

Lips → (local feature extraction + higher level info) 

(Attributes – color, pattern, alignment, size) eye → (local 

feature extraction + higher level info) (Attributes – color, 

pattern, orientation, alignment, size,  

Iris pattern) 

Tongue→ (local feature extraction + higher level info) 

(Attributes – color, size, Iris pattern) 

we are proposing 3 system that can be generated from the 

rules defined above 

Training System 

All Images given to the Training system are indexed based 

on the objects identified with the rules and their attributes. 

Matching system 

Parses with the rules and Identify the object of interest in 

the Image. Key advantage with our matching systems is the 

time for Identification always remains constant irrespective of 
the DB size. 

Searching system 

Parses with the rules and the Identified object of Interest 
with Matching system logic, Also it extracts attributes of the 

object Identified. Then it uses these attributes across the 

system DB to prepares a List of results based on the RANK 

assigned, similar to a Google search results. 

RELATED WORK 

Approaches for recognizing an object class from some 

particular viewpoint or detecting a specific object from an 

arbitrary view are advancing toward maturity [1, 2, 3, 4], 

solutions to the problem of object class detection using 
multiple views are successful [1]. Object detection can be 

considered even more difficult than classification, since it is 

expected to provide accurate location and size of the object.  

Works on Local feature extraction and matching partial 

objects [5, 6, 7] are successful to an extent in the CAD of 

Engineering domain. Graph matching has a long history in 

pattern recognition. Shapiro and Haralick’s use of weighted 
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graphs for the structural description of objects was among the 

first in the vision community [8]. Eshera and Fu [9] used 

attributed relation graphs to describe parametric information as 

the basis of a general image understanding system to find 

inexact matches. 

Several content-based image retrieval systems allow a user 

to sketch a coarsely detailed picture and retrieve similar 

images based on color, texture, and shape similarities (e.g., 

[10]). 

Several works on 3D reconstruction from 2D images 

confined to healthcare domain [11, 17, 18].  

Several works on search engine for 3D model [12, 13] 

The main idea and concept of Image parsing and 
Identification with Grammar comes from compilers, YACC 

and LEX [19, 20] 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Objects generally has some structure similar to a  

language, which may be as complex as a programming 

language, or as simple as a sequence of numbers. Our system 

provides a tool for developers to define the structure of objects 
at high level. 

We are trying to apply compiler concepts (Lexical Analyzer 

+ Syntax/Semantic Analyzer) for Images processing. 

Developer can extend the default functionality by 

registering callback routines during defining the structure. Our 

system is written in C and accepts LALR(1) grammars with 

disambiguating rules.  

A sample parsing rule looks like below: 

A -> BC 

B ->D 

C -> E 

Tokens: 

D, E (Local Feature Extraction) 

here D & E are tokens directly related to a Image level 

Feature. We have implemented a system similar to LEX + 

YACC Specific to Image processing (Reference - compiler 

design + LEX + YACC). 

A Complete specification file looks like (similar to  

YACC implementation) 

declarations 

%% rules 

%% 

programs 

Detailed explanation of the implementation is not in the 

scope of this paper. 

We use 

Scanner: SIFT + Local Feature Extraction. 

Detailed explanation is given in sections 3 - 6, 7 & 8 

Parser: LALR 

This will generate a parser system based on the rules 

defined in the tables. It uses LALR parser and constructs. 

Training System 

All Images given to the Training system are indexed based 

on the objects identified with the rules and their attributes at 

various levels suitable for ranking the Images @ run-time 

when a search is made. Depending on the requirement we can 

Integrate with other systems like CRAWLERS to create the 

DB of interest.  

Recognition System 

Parses with the rules and Identify the object of interest in 

the Image. Key advantage with our matching systems is the 
time for Identification always remains constant irrespective of 

the DB size. 

Searching System 

Parses with the rules and Identify the object of interest in 

the Image. Key advantage with our matching systems is the 

time for Identification always remains constant irrespective of 

the DB size. 

Searching system comprises of 2 important processes. 

1 Identification & Extracting Attributes (object of interest)/ 

2 Prepare a list of Images (from DB) based on the Attributes 

ranking algorithm. 

Object Identification 

A homographic framework was employed in our work to 

construct 3D models from multiple 2D views [21] is referred. 

Detailed explanation on 3D reconstruction algorithm is out of 

scope. 

3D Feature Model Description and Training 

In the proposed method, not only the 3D shape of the target 

object is exploited, but also the appearance features. We relate 

the features with the 3D model to construct a feature model for 

object class detection. 

Attaching 2D Features to 3D Model 

The features used in our work are computed using the SIFT 

feature detector [22]. Feature vectors are computed for all of 
the training images. In order to efficiently relate the features 

computed from different views and different objects, all the 

detected features are attached to the 3D surface of the 

previously built model. By using the 3D feature model, we 

avoid storing all the 2D training views, thus there is no need to 

build complicated connections between the views. The spatial 

relationship between the feature points from different views 

are readily available, which can be easily retrieved when 

matched feature points are found. 

The features computed in 2D images are attached to the 3D 

model by using the novel homographic framework. Instead of 
directly finding the 3D location of each 2D feature, we map 
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the 3D points from the model’s surface to the 2D views, and 

find the corresponding features. Our method does not require 

the estimation of a projection matrix from 3D model to a 2D 

image plane, which is a non-trivial problem. In our work, the 

problem is successfully solved by transforming the model to 

various image planes using homography. 
Since the homographies between the model and the image 

planes have already been obtained during the construction of 

the 3D model, we are able to map the 3D points to 2D planes 

using homography transformation. 

New system will use SIFT + Local feature extraction [14, 

15, 16, 17] and LALR Parser [19, 20] for creating following 

systems. 

EXPERIMENT (SAMPLE APPLICATION) 

We have developed a system based on this framework - 2D 

sketches search engine to Search for the Images DB of 

furniture with items similar to the 2D sketch done by user.  
You can draw a rough sketch & search from the DB.  

For this we have created as UI to draw (similar to MS Paint) 

and 500 furniture (2D sketches). 

Process 

Step 1: We have an Interface (like MS Paint) to draw - search 

will return 2D sketches matching the drawn item 

Step 2: After choosing a suggested item, the user can applying 

other parameters (colors + patterns + size + designs) 

In our sample application, we have 2 Database table. One for 

maintaining Indexed 2D sketches and other for Indexed 
furniture Images. 

Step 1 does the object identification + matching (with 

grammars) and list the similar furniture based on our ranking 

system. 

Step 2 does the matching with additional parameters and lists 

similar furniture based on our internal ranking system. 

Image Search Results – Example 1 

Here we are searching for a chair (2d sketch + choosing from 

suggested list + color) with arm rest & blue color. 

Results displayed are – • blue 

with arm-rest  

• other colors with arm-rest 

• blue with out arm-rest  

• othercolors of the same design (object of interest). 

 

Image Search Results – Example 2 

Here we are searching for a chair with closed arm-rest + 

closed back-spindle + blue color.  

Results displayed are –  

• blue with closed arm-rest + closed back-spindle • 

other colors with closed arm-rest + back-spindle. 

• Chairs with closed arm-rest + open back spindle  

(with minimal gap between them) 

• chairs with open arms-rest 

• and so on 

 

Rules 

I have attached a part of rules used in our system of 

searching furniture DB. furniture → chair | table 

chair → one-person | more-people 

one-person → normal | stool | recliner | high chair | wheel 

chair more-people→ couch | bench 

normal chair→ bottom + top + arms-rest (optional) 

stool → base 

recliner → base + top + footrest high 

chair  → base + top wheel chair → 

wheels + base + top 

couch  → long-base + long-top + armrest 

bench  → bench-base + (bench-top) 

optional 

bottom  → seat + seat-rails(optional) + base 

seat  → seat-base + cushion (optional) 

seat-base  → seat (with thin, flat attributes) 
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cushion  → seat (without thin, flat attributes) 

seat-rails  → rail 

base  → leg-base | designer-base 

leg-base  → legs + foot-rails(optional) 

legs  → 3legs | 4-legs | 5-legs | 6-legs 

designer-base→ 1-leg | s-leg | no-leg 
top → top-rail + back-spindle top-

rail  → rail back-spindle→ spindle 

arms-rest  → arm-spindles + arm-

rail arm-spindles→ 1-spindle | 2-spindle 

arm-rail  → rail 1-spindle  → spindle 

2-spindle  → spindle + (gap) + spindle 

… 

Attributes: 

seat → (flat, thin, color, material, pattern, shape, relative 

position) 

leg → (thin, color, material, pattern, shape,  

relative position) 

spindle → (thin, color, material, pattern, shape,  

relative position) 

… 

Feature Description (Token) 

This part is similar to the (LEX - Lexical Analyzer in 

Compiler Design).  

Low level parsing (Token) - Detection is followed by feature 

description. The simplest descriptor is a vector of pixel values. 

Ideal descriptors should be not only distinctive, i.e., they 

should be able to deal with a large number of objects and 
robust to occlusion and background clutter, but also they need 

to be invariant to many kinds of variations, both geometric and 

photometric transformations. 

A number of descriptors have been proposed in the literature 

and we use Textons descriptors. Detailed explanation of 

Implementation of the system is out of scope of this document. 

For more details [14, 15, 16] 
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